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the mod can be used with two options. if you want to play with 3d vision, you can
use the version that will support the valve vr headset. this is the mod that comes
with the first flatout game on steam. if you don't have a valve vr headset, you can
use the mod that works with the vorpx virtual reality extension. this option is more

expensive, but it gives the best performance boost. our ideas at the time the
prototype was created was a casual game, just a prototype to see if the concept
was good. this is a weird part of the whole story, because the concept was good,

but we never took it further because we wanted to avoid commercializing the game
concept by developing the game. we worked on this idea for around 6 years, before
we decided to take on a big risk and take a new concept for a racing game to heart,

and this is when we gave in to flatout fans and started a development of the
concepts we had and the resources we had. the only changes we made was to

switch from a 2-d side view to a 3-d third person perspective, instead of cars and
tracks being in the same plane (like in flatout) we switched to a 3-d perspective.
this meant we could have more tracks and different track types, and offer more

immersive racing experiences, we also changed the game mechanics slightly, but
this was mostly minor, the game mechanics of flatout didn't change much. the

game is, as i said, a little rough around the edges, but we are already working on
balancing, ai, ai teams and more. we have also started to add titles to the game,

which will make this game feel more like a flatout game, instead of a never
completed, prototype that never took off. these titles will be a bit more difficult than

the default game. the titles we have in mind at the moment are as follows:
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the ultimate carnage : car crash mod offline :you can not connect to the internet
and you can not enter the game then you must shut down internet access. be quick

and destroy everything in your way!jump in the traffic and create the biggest car
accident to gain more and more xp to unlock cars and maps!weekly updates with

new maps, new cars and many more things!included for now :- 5 unique map- more
than 60 unique carsyou also help our studio to grow more and create even more

awesome car games! the ultimate carnage : car crash mod gameplay:choose a car
to race in a city with a lot of traffic. choose the number of laps you want to race,

choose your goals, the curve, the size of the track, the number of cars, etc…!every
time you decide to get out of the car, you must find a garage to heal your car, a

new car, a new race, etc…or you can race alone and be the first to finish the race!
ultimate carnage : car crash mod :be quick and destroy everything in your

way!jump in the traffic and create the biggest car accident to gain more and more
xp to unlock cars and maps!weekly updates with new maps, new cars and many
more things!included for now :- 5 unique map- more than 60 unique carsyou also

help our studio to grow more and create even more awesome car games! the
ultimate carnage : car crash mod :you can not connect to the internet and you can
not enter the game then you must shut down internet access. be quick and destroy

everything in your way!jump in the traffic and create the biggest car accident to
gain more and more xp to unlock cars and maps!weekly updates with new maps,
new cars and many more things!included for now :- 5 unique map- more than 60

unique carsyou also help our studio to grow more and create even more awesome
car games! 5ec8ef588b
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